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Integral cures a flows

2:5 -M a smooth curve has velocity UIt) e TUst M
interval smouth for each to5.
in IR mfld

IfVEStCM), an integral curve ofV is a smooth curve

vi5-t st. UC =Vis Fte5.

e
V



-
E. W =xy - 7xt(RY) 4V.R- R2 smooth

+ -(x(t),y(t))

Integral when

natlunetlon""lue
v(t)

I.e. x(t = -y(t) =>
x(t) =acos()-bain(t)

y(t) =

x (t) y(t):a sin (H) + bcos(t)

:n. 8(t): (nEnte)
with U10s=(b)



so circles :circulating integral flows.

More generally, ifVest(M), Ui5-m smooth, 4am smooth

could patch, then U=CV", ..., V") on U

V =( V'
. . . ,
vn) on U

and CI) =V(t) becomes
on U.

Eustlevisual fluct
Thus :'(t) =v'(V"(z), ...,8(t) autonomous system

in (t)
=v('Ct, ...,W(t)

I of ordinary diff
equs lODEs)

WVESt(M), peM 7a>0,smorth V:(-a,a) ->M



thatis an integral curve ofV starting atp. (510)
=p(

If Appendix D. 1.

IA globalflow on M (or one-parameter group an is acts left

R-action on M, 8:RxM -> M.

· For tet, gutOt:MEM with 0.0s:Otts
p -> a(t, p( O. =idm

· For pEM, get&
P:R-M with im &P) =Rp

+-OCt,p)

IfI is smooth, define V =10) eSIM) by Y =&4%o]?4M
then V is the infssimal generator of0.-



Drop V is really a smooth vector field, and Q is an integral curve
ofV peM.

ofFor smoothness ofV, suffices to checkof smooth of:c8(U), UIM
open,

Now Vf(x) =4f =0"olf-)..**(1):1-fl0st.p1).
Since (t,p) rf(0Ct,p1) issmooth, so is its t-partial as a fr ofpi
thus reCt(M).

Now show &() (t) = VGIS UpeM, tER. Fix toR and set

z
=aP(t.) =0 (p). WIS & ""(t)=V

q

· I

0()r-> ⑱



Now & ((t) =0f (q) =0_ (@.(p1) =0++t.(p) =0""(t+t).

Thus for f:U-R smooth on qEUCM open,

f =0of=1..fla'(t))

=10) (ttt.l)

=0" (tolf

as desired.

Eg. For Wixy-yxhas global flow

Ot(x,y) =(xcost-ysirt, xsint +ycost)



-(int(). Wax
-

->t
->- -

-*Notall smooth vectorfields admit global flows, =
O-

Eg. W =

x *C(RY
O -ene

B-

Integral curve starting-⑧ -ens
at 11,0) has equ UIt=x(),y(t));-es
with x10) =1, y(0) =0

I
-nee

x(t) =x(t)
2

y'(0) =0
-U(H):(it, 0 which cannotbe

extended past t =1.



A flow domain form is an
open setD*R*M

s.t. for each

peM, &P =(tERR)(t,p)=N) is an
open
iteral containing 0.

Aflow on M is acts
map "8:D -> M where & ER*M

is a flow domain and s.t. 4(0,pip YpGM,
and for all se&P, tG (OK, p11,.4.s+teDY, ,

0 (t,0(1,41) =0(t+s, q). D

ForO a flow, define Ot(p) =0(t) =0Ct, p) for H.p1=D.

Also M1:=(p ->M(Ct,p) =D) so that

pe Mtc +e&" ) (t,pl- &.



IfO is smooth, the infinimal generator of0 is

Y =
=0() (0).

Prop If 0:0- M is a smooth flow, then the infinitesimal generator
V of 0 is a smooth vector field, and each curve OIP) is an

integralcurve ofV.

A maximal integral sum is one thatcan't be extended toa longer
open interval,

and a maximal flow is a flow thatadmits no extension

toa flow on a larger flow domain.

I (Fundamental Theorem on Flows) LetV-StIM).

I!smooth maximal flow 0: D -> M whose infinitesimal generator is V.
This flow has the following properties:



(a) pe M, 0(p1:DIP
-> M is the unique maximal integral curve of

I starting atpo
(b) Ifse&P, then &C81,91) is the interval &" -s=(+ -s) + +&(p)).
() tER, M1 is open in M, and Of:M+ -> M.t is a

differmorphism with inverse E-t

IfFirstshow that0,5:5-M integral curves for V with-

52I open interval, Usto):(to) for some to 25, then
v=8. (Use an old trick:S= St15/8(1) =FCH) =5is

nonempty, open, and closed.)

Now for peM define & " =V5. Define &4 (t) =V(t)
70:5+M for some Cary) such U.inffor Ur/U10) =p



Setd =((t,p)= 1Rx m) teDS,:D+M
↳

st,p)r& (P (t)

Cal

Group action:peM, se&P1, g
=0 (s, p)=Q(Pl(s). Then

U: &(P) - s -M is an integral curve ofV starting atg+ f(x) (t +s)

By uniqueness ofODEsolns, V
=a(91 on their commondomin

This OCt, 0(s,p))=OCtrs,p) (and & (0,4) =p is clear).

Also D-s =D(9) by maximality. Or fin -> -- 841
and & ((-s) =p. Same argement w) (-s,g) for (sp) implies
&(9) +1 =D(p) =019):D'-s, so (Dr.



& open, ():pp.
213-224.

call Vest(M) complete if itgenerates a global flow.

Afrom the lema VESt(M) with flow &ix-M. IfI 240 sit.

1-2,a) x m =D, then V is complete.
I suppose for & 5pEM withDP bold above. Letb:sup &P,
b-csto2b, g

=0((t). Know domain of812) contains (-a, a).

Define (i)-a,to + a) ->M

+ -(80(t)
-sctab

&19 At-tol to -ast< tots.

These
agree or overlap b), 099A-trl

=0+-to (9):Ot-to (Oto(p1)

=Of (p) =0P(t).



Bytranslation lemma, U is an integral curve for starting atp.
Since tota > b, G.

⑭ i)
he Every compactly supported smoothvector field is complete.
IfK =suppV. ForpeK have sp>0

with flow on 1-5p,p)*Up.

use compactness to find a valid uniform time.A



For On a compact
smooth mild, every smooth vectorfield

is complete. I

Thm For G a lin group, every
x =Lie (G) is complete.

-

of choose a that works ate. Push the integral curves
-

at around w/ the group action to s thata works everywhere. I


